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netic magic takes place in the common-mode choke, which
must present a high series impedance  instead of a low shunt
impedance to common-mode currents. The winding turns ratio
is 1-to-1, and the polarity is such that the magnetic fields from
the differential signal now cancel, resulting in almost zero atten-
uation other than that resulting from the leakage inductance.
On the other hand, the common-mode currents cause mag-
netic addition, which results in high impedance and reduces the
level of unwanted currents.
You can also make a common-mode choke by slipping a

large ferrite sleeve over the two conductors of the twisted pairs
or by winding one or more turns of the twisted pairs through a
large toroid doughnut.  Many ferrite suppliers make these

sleeves and toroids just for this purpose. Also, well-balanced
common-mode chokes of the more conventional transformer-
like construction are also readily available from datacomm-
transformer suppliers.
Two capacitors following the common-mode choke can

reduce high-frequency differential-mode emissions caused by
non-common-mode currents. (DI #2160)
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The circuit in Figure 1 allows standard TTL logic levels to safe-
ly drive a high-power dc load. The circuit provides for both sig-
nal and ground isolation as well as a solid-state circuit break-
er.
The input signal drives IC

1A
, which in turn provides drive cur-

rent for optoisolator IC
2A
. In the absence of an overcurrent con-

dition, IC
2B
conducts the signal to the gate of the MOSFET.

When sufficient current passes through current-sense resistor,

R
1
, to cause a voltage drop of approximately 0.7V, SCR Q

1

latches on. When Q
1
is on, the circuit pulls Pin 3 of IC

2B
low,

which stops the transistor side of IC
2B
from conducting. R

2
then

holds the gate of the MOSFET low, which prevents it from con-
ducting until you reset the SCR. (DI #2163)
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FIGURE 1

An overcurrent condition in this isolated PWM driver turns on SCR Q
1
, which stops IC

2B
from conducting.

Isolated driver forms solid-state circuit breaker
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